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Abstract – In this paper a novel content–based musical
genre classiﬁcation approach that uses combination of clas-
siﬁers is proposed. First, musical surface features and beat–
related features are extracted from different segments of digi-
tal music in MP3 format. Three 15–dimensional feature vec-
tors are extracted from three different parts of a music clip
and three different classiﬁers are trained with such feature
vectors. At the classiﬁcation mode, the outputs provided by
the individual classiﬁers are combined using a majority vote
rule. Experimental results show that the proposed approach
that combines the output of the classiﬁers achieves higher
correct musical genre classiﬁcation rate than using single
feature vectors and single classiﬁers.
Keywords: Audio classiﬁcation, musical genre classiﬁca-
tion, information fusion, classiﬁer combination.
1 Introduction
The amount of multimedia now available on–line has cre-
ated a surge for efﬁcient tools to organize and manage such
a huge amount of data [3, 7]. At present, multimedia data is
usually classiﬁed based on textual meta–information. While
such information is very useful for indexing, sorting, com-
paring and retrieval, it is manually generated. Extracting
the information through an automatic and systematic process
might overcome such problems.
Digital music is one of the most important data types dis-
tributed in the web. How to effectively organize and pro-
cess such large variety and quantity of musical data to al-
low efﬁcient indexing, searching and retrieval is a real chal-
lenge [1, 4, 5]. There have been many studies on audio con-
tent analysis using different features and different methods
[5, 7, 16]. In spite of many research efforts, high accuracy
audio classiﬁcation is only achieved for relative simple prob-
lems such as speech/music discrimination [2]. Other works
attempt to classify audio records into speech, silence, laugh-
ter and non–speech sounds. Relatively few works have dealt
with musical genre classiﬁcation [6, 14, 15]. Most of such
works have focused on relatively few classes of very distinct
musical genres. Furthermore, most of the works have used
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non–parametric classiﬁcation strategies and have dealt with
small databases.
Musical genre is an important description that has been
used to classify and characterize digital music and to or-
ganize the large collections available on the web [14, 15].
Genre hierarchies are commonly used to structure the large
collections of music available on the web. Furthermore,
music genre might be very useful for music indexing and
content–based music retrieval. Musical genres are cat-
egorical labels created by humans to characterize music
clips. These characteristics are related to the instrumenta-
tion, rhythmic structure, and harmonic content of the music.
However, music genre is a relatively fuzzy concept and even
the music industry is sometimes contradicting in assigning
genres to music clips. A very common practice is that music
clips are categorized according to the artist proﬁle. Further-
more, musical genre annotation is performed manually. In
such a way, automatic musical genre classiﬁcation can assist
or replace the human user in this process as well as provide
an important component for a complete music information
retrieval system for audio signals.
It is extremely more difﬁcult to discriminate musical gen-
res than discriminate music, speech and other sounds. Soltau
et al [11] classiﬁed music into rock, pop, techno and clas-
sic using hidden Markov models and explicit time model-
ing with neural networks to extract the temporal structure
from the sequence of cepstral coefﬁcients. Pye [8] used Mel–
frequency cepstral coefﬁcients and Gaussian mixture model
to classify music into six types: blues, easy listening, clas-
sic, opera, dance, and rock. Tzanetakis and Cook [14] ex-
plored features related to the timbral texture, rhythm and
pitch. Gaussian mixture model and k–nearest neighbor clas-
siﬁers were used to classify the extracted features. Shao et al
[10] used an unsupervised classiﬁcation approach based on
hidden Markov models. All these works use single classi-
ﬁers and deal with single feature vectors extracted from the
music clips.
In this paper we propose a novel approach for content–
based musical genre classiﬁcation based on the combination
of classiﬁers [12]. In such a way musical surface features
and beat–related features are extracted from three different
regions of digital music in MP3 format. Musical surface fea-tures include spectral centroid, ﬂux, zerocrossing rate and
low–energy. Beat–related features include relative ampli-
tude and beats per minute, etc. These features form 15–
dimensional feature vectors which are used to train different
classiﬁers in a supervised approach. Two different classiﬁ-
cation approaches were investigated: k–nearest neighbor (k–
NN) and multilayer perceptron neural network (MLP). At
classiﬁcation mode, the feature vectors extracted from the
three different regions of a music clip are classiﬁed by single
classiﬁers and the output of these classiﬁers are combined by
a majority voting rule.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an
overview of the proposed approach for content–based audio
data classiﬁcation. The two types of features extracted from
the music clips, that is, musical surface features and beat–
relatedfeaturesaredescribedinSection3. Section4presents
the details of the classiﬁers and combination of their outputs
to improve the classiﬁcation performance. The experimental
results of the proposed approach on a dataset of 414 music
pieces are presented in Section 5. In the last section some
concluding remarks are presented.
2 System Overview
The classiﬁcation system is composed by three main
stages as show in Figure 1: feature extraction, classiﬁca-
tion and combination and decision. At the ﬁrst stage, fea-
ture extraction is carried out from three selected regions of
the music clip. From each regions, a 15–dimensional feature
vector is generated. Different from previous works, in the
proposed approach, three feature vector are extracted from
a single music clip. Further, the system operates into two
modes: training and testing. In the training mode, the fea-
ture vectors together with their labels are used by a learning
algorithm to train the classiﬁers. In this case, the label con-
sists of the musical genre assigned to the audio by a human
through subjective evaluation based on his/her hearing per-
ception.
At the classiﬁcation mode, a music whose genre is un-
known, is submitted to the system. From such a music clip
are extracted three feature vectors from the corresponding re-
gions which feed the classiﬁers. Each classiﬁer provides at
the output a class (i.e. musical genre) and a conﬁdence score.
The output of the classiﬁers are combined through a major-
ity voting rule to decide the ﬁnal class to be assigned to the
input music clip. Only the class is used in the combination
by the majority voting. In the next sections the features, the
classiﬁers and the combination and decision procedure are
presented in details.
3 Feature Extraction
In our work we have considered the problem of content–
based musical genre classiﬁcation as a pattern classiﬁcation
problem. In such a way, the methodology that has been de-
veloped to tackle such a problem extracts relevant features
from music clips.
Feature extraction is the process of representing a segment
of audio by a compact but descriptive vector. The choice of
such features is one of the main challenges in building pat-
tern recognition systems. Once the features are extracted,
several machine learning techniques can be used to manipu-
lated such a vectors.
Since digitized music in good sound quality has an
1MB/minute rate, it would be very time consuming to ex-
tract the feature vector from the whole music. In such a way
feature extraction is carried out only on segments of the mu-
sic clip. Three segments are chosen according to the duration
and bit rate of the music. The constraints in this choice is that
one segment must be from the starting region of the music,
another from the middle region and the last segment from
the end region of the music. Figure 2 illustrates the feature
extraction process.
The feature set used in this paper was originally proposed
by Tzanetakis et al [14] and used in other works [6]. We
consider two different types of features: musical surface fea-
tures and beat–related features. Musical surface features in-
clude the mean and average of the spectral centroid, ﬂux,
zero–crossing rate, and low energy. Beat–related features in-
clude relative amplitudes and beats per minute. These fea-
tures form 15–dimensional feature vectors which are used to
train different classiﬁers in a supervised approach. In this
section these features are brieﬂy described.
3.1 Timbral Texture Features
The feature presented in this section are based on the short
time Fourier transform (STFT) and are calculated for every
short–time frame of sound [9].
Spectral Centroid is deﬁned as the center of gravity of the
magnitude spectrum of the STFT and it is computed as
Ct =
PN
n=1 nMt(n)
PN
n=1 Mt(n)
(1)
where Mt(n) is the magnitude of the Fourier transform at
frame t and frequency bin n.
Spectral Rolloff is another measure of spectral shape
which is deﬁned as the frequency Rt below which 80% of
the magnitude distribution is concentrated. It is computed as
Rt X
n=1
Mt(n) = 0:8
N X
n=1
Mt(n) (2)
Spectral Flux is a measure of local spectral change and it
is computed as
Ft =
N X
n=1
(Nt(n) ¡ Nt¡1(n))2 (3)
where Nt(n) is the normalized magnitude of the Fourier
transform at window t.￿
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Figure 1: An overview of the proposed musical genre classiﬁcation approach
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Time Domain Zero–Crossings is a time–domain feature
and occurs when successive samples in a digital signal have
different signs. It is computed as
Zt =
1
2
N X
n=1
jsign(x(n)) ¡ sign(x(n ¡ 1))j (4)
where x(n) is the time domain signal, and the sign function
is 1 or 0 for positive and negative arguments respectively.
The notion of musical surface is created by a series of
spectral states that vary slightly over a short period of time.
Tocapturethisinformation meanand varianceofthe features
listed above are calculated over a number of windows.
Low Energy is deﬁned as the percentage of windows that
have less energy than the average energy of all windows.
Music that contains silent parts will have a larger low energy
value than continuous sounds.
3.2 Beat–Related Features
The beat and rhythmic structure of a song is often a good
indication of the genre. The beat feature extractor tries to
ﬁnd the main beat of the song and its period in BPM (beats–
per–minute), the second strongest beat, and a number of fea-
tures concerning the relationship between the ﬁrst and sec-
ond beat.
The signal is decomposed into a number of frequency
bands using the discrete wavelet transform [13]. After this
decomposition, a series of steps for the extraction of the time
domain amplitude envelope is applied to each band. These
steps are full wave rectiﬁcation, low pass ﬁltering, downsam-
pling, and mean removal [6, 14].
After the envelope extraction step, the envelopes of each
band are summed and the autocorrelation of the resulting en-
velope is calculated. The result is an autocorrelation function
where the dominant peaks correspond to the time lags where
the signal has the strongest self–similarity. The ﬁrst three
peaks of the autocorrelation function are added to a beat his-
togram. Each bin in the histogram corresponds to a beat pe-
riod in BPM. For each of the three selected peaks, the peak
amplitude is added to the histogram. This is repeated for
each analysis window. The strongest peaks in the ﬁnal his-
togram correspond to the strongest beats in the signal. Sixfeatures are calculated from the beat histogram:
² The relative amplitude (i.e. the amplitude divided by
the sum of amplitudes) of the ﬁrst and second peak in
the beat histogram. This is a measurement of how dis-
tinctive the beat is compared to the rest of the signal.
² Theratiooftheamplitudeofthesecondpeakdividedby
the amplitude of the ﬁrst peak. It expresses the relation
between the main beat and the ﬁrst sub beat
² The period of the ﬁrst and second peak in BPM, indi-
cating how fast the song is.
² The sum of the histogram, which is an indication of beat
strength. The sum of the histogram bins is a measure of
the strength of self–similarity between the beats, which
in turn is a factor in how rhythmic a song feels.
3.3 Feature Vector
The features proposed before are concatenated to form a
15–dimensional feature vector where nine features (mean
and variances of spectral centroid, rolloff, ﬂux, and zero-
crossingand low–energy)are related to the music texture and
the other six are related to the music rhythm.
4 Classiﬁcation
The basic problem in musical genre classiﬁcation is given
a music clip to classify represented by a feature vector xD
1 =
(x1x2 :::xD) where D is the dimension of the vector, as-
sign a class, i.e. a musical genre g 2 G that best matches
to the input vector. For such an aim, we use two different
approaches: instance based classiﬁcation and connexionist
approach. These approaches are presented in the next sec-
tions.
4.1 Instance Based Classiﬁcation
Learning in instance based classiﬁcation algorithms con-
sists of simply storing the presented training data. When a
new query instance is encountered, a set of similar related
instances is retrieved from memory and used to classify the
new query. The most basic instance–based method is the k–
nearest neighbor algorithm. This algorithm assumes all in-
stances correspond to points in the n–dimensional space <n.
The nearest neighbors of an instance are deﬁned in terms of
the standard Euclidean distance. The distance between two
vectors xi and xj is denoted as d(xi;xj) where
d(xi;xj) =
v u
u
t
n X
k=1
[(ak(xi) ¡ ak(xj)]
2 (5)
To classify the music clips according to the musical genre,
ﬁrst a set of training samples is processed and the corre-
sponding feature vectors are stored in the memory. Another
set of feature vectors is used to assess the performance of
the classiﬁer. For each testing feature vector, the Euclidean
distance to all training feature vectors is computed and the k
nearest training feature vectors are selected. The genre of the
majority of the selected training feature vectors is assigned
to the testing feature vector.
4.2 Neural Network Classiﬁer
We have designed a simple classiﬁer based on a multilayer
perceptron (MLP) with one hidden layer. The choice of such
a classiﬁer to perform the musical genre classiﬁcation task
is determined by some constraints such as: estimation of a
posteriori probabilities at the output and classiﬁcation speed.
To build an MLP classiﬁer basically we have to determine
thenumberoflayersandthenumberofneuronsineachlayer.
The MLP classiﬁer has 15 neurons in the input layer, 8 neu-
rons in the hidden layer and 2 neurons in the output layer.
The number of hidden neurons was determined by a rule
of thumb and some exploratory experiments where the error
rates on the training and validation sets were used as criteria.
The network was trained using the backpropagation mo-
mentum algorithm. The network output estimates a posteri-
ori probabilities and the value of each output necessary re-
mains between zero and one because of the sigmoidal func-
tion used.
4.3 Combining Classiﬁers and Decision
Given that the three feature vector are extracted from the
same music clip, the output of the classiﬁers that take at
the input each feature vector can be combined to optimize
the classiﬁcation performance. Several simple combination
rules could be employed to combine the output of the clas-
siﬁers. However, is this paper we have considered only the
class provided by each classiﬁer, neglecting the conﬁdence
score associated with each class that the classiﬁers also pro-
vide. For such an aim, the majority voting scheme was used.
We have not considered the possibility of rejection be-
cause the genres of all music clips used in the experiments
are in G. However, this aspect can be easily incorporated
in the proposed approach and it will be the subject of future
research.
5 Experimental Results
A music collection of more than 1,000 music clips with
a total play length of about 50 hours was available for the
experiments. This collection contains pieces of almost 40
different musical genres. However, the frequency of some
musical genres in the database is too low. The music clips
were manually labeled and the genre was assigned accord-
ing to the proﬁle of the artist or according to the perceptual
characteristics evaluated by human beings.
The dataset used in the experiments is composed by 414
music clips where half of them are from the genre rock and
half are from the genre classic. From whole dataset, 208
music clips were randomly selected to form the training set.
The validation set is composed by 82 samples and the re-
maining 122 samples form the test set. Three feature vectors
were extracted from each music clip as described in Section3. Therefore, in the experiments, 1,242 feature vectors were
used.
Two different experiments were carried out. In the ﬁrst ex-
periment a single feature vector is extracted from the middle-
most region of the music clips. The classiﬁers were trained
using 208 feature vectors and tested using 122 feature vec-
tors. A validation set with 82 feature vectors was used during
the training of the MLP to look over the generalization and
to avoid overﬁtting. The correct musical genre classiﬁca-
tion rates for the MLP classiﬁer and for the k–NN classiﬁer
where, k = (1;3;5;7) are shown in Table 1. The correct
musical genre classiﬁcation rate is deﬁned as the number of
music clips for which the genre was correctly assigned by
the number of music clips tested.
Table 1: Correct musical genre classiﬁcation rates for single
feature vectors and single classiﬁers
Dataset Correct Classiﬁcation Rate (%)
1–NN 3–NN 5–NN 7–NN MLP
Training — — — — 92.1
Validation 84.0 87.5 90.0 90.0 90.7
Test 83.0 85.5 84.0 83.0 89.5
Table 1 shows that the correct classiﬁcation rate achieved
by the MLP classiﬁer is about 5% better than the classiﬁca-
tion rates achieved by k–NN classiﬁer for different values of
k.
The second experiment considers three feature vectors ex-
tracted from three different regions of the music clips: be-
ginning, middle and end (See Figure 2). The classiﬁers were
trained using 624 feature vectors and tested using 366 fea-
ture vectors. A validation with 246 feature vectors was also
used during the training of the MLP to look over the gener-
alization and to avoid overﬁtting. The correct musical genre
classiﬁcation rate for the MLP classiﬁer is shown in Table
2. Table 3 shows the correct musical genre classiﬁcation rate
for k–NN classiﬁer where k = (1;3;5;7). In both tables,
Segment 1, Segment 2, and Segment 3 refers to the results
for the feature vectors extracted from the three regions of the
music clip (Figure 2).
Table 2: Correct musical genre classiﬁcation rates for the
MLPclassiﬁer consideringthreefeaturevectorsfor eachmu-
sic clip
Correct Classiﬁcation Rate (%)
Dataset Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3
Training 90.1 92.1 92.2
Validation 86.3 90.7 88.9
Test 85.5 89.5 88.7
In Tables 2 and 3 it is clear the difference in correct mu-
sical genre classiﬁcation rates achieved on the feature vec-
tors extracted from different segments of a single music clip.
Higher correct classiﬁcation rates were achieved for the fea-
ture vectors extracted from the middlemost part (segment 2)
of the audio clips. Another common behavior is that the
worst correct classiﬁcation rates were achieved on the fea-
ture vectors extracted from the ﬁrst segment of the music
clips. For the MLP classiﬁer, this difference is about 4%
while for the k–NN classiﬁer the difference is about 8%. In
fact, such a variability reﬂects problems of robustness in the
proposed approach, possibly due to the feature set. It is ex-
pected a uniform performance, that is, similar correct classi-
ﬁcation rates for features extracted from different regions of
the music clips.
In an attempt to alleviate this problem and to optimize the
performance of the proposed classiﬁcation approach, combi-
nation of classiﬁers is introduced. As described in Section
4, the unweighted majority voting rule is considered. For in-
stance, if the ﬁrst two segments of a music clip are classiﬁed
as rock and the third segment is classiﬁed as classical, the
majority wins and the genre rock is assigned to such a music
clip. Table 4 shows the correct musical genre classiﬁcation
rates obtained by combining the outputs of the single MLP
classiﬁers and the results obtained by combining the outputs
of the k–NN classiﬁers.
Table 4: Correct musical genre classiﬁcation rates for the
combination of classiﬁers output using the majority voting
rule
Dataset Correct Classiﬁcation Rate (%)
1-NN 3-NN 5-NN 7-NN MLP
Validation 83.3 89.1 84.2 79.9 91.3
Test 82.3 86.3 83.1 81.5 90.3
The improvements in the correct musical genre classiﬁ-
cation obtained by combining the outputs of the classiﬁers
are moderated. Table 4 shows some improvement relative
to the performance of single classiﬁers shown in Tables 2
and 3. For the combination of the MLP classiﬁers, the im-
provement in the correct classiﬁcation is about 0.8% over the
performance of the best single MLP classiﬁer. For the k–NN
classiﬁer, the improvements achieved are inconsistent. For
k = 1;5;7 the observed correct classiﬁcation rate was worst
than the performance achieved by the best single k–NN. The
performance was slightly better only for k = 3.
6 Concluding Remarks
Automatic musical genre classiﬁcation is a difﬁcult pat-
tern recognition task. In this paper we have presented a
novel approach to musical genre classiﬁcation that combines
three feature vectors extracted from different regions of mu-
sic clips. The feature vectors are combined at classiﬁcation
level through the combination of the outputs of single classi-
ﬁers. A slight improvement in the correct musical genre clas-
siﬁcation was achieved. However, the combination rule used
is very elementar. Future work will include other combina-
tion strategies that take into account the conﬁdence scores
provided by the classiﬁers as well as a rejection mechanism
to further improve the reliability of the system.Table 3: Correct musical genre classiﬁcation rates for the k–NN classiﬁer considering three feature vectors for each music
clip
Correct Classiﬁcation Rate (%)
Dataset Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3
1 3 5 7 1 3 5 7 1 3 5 7
Validation 85.5 91.5 92.5 90.5 84.0 87.5 90.0 90.0 80.5 85.0 88.0 90.5
Test 78.0 79.0 76.0 74.0 83.0 85.5 84.0 83.0 79.0 84.5 82.5 80.5
The results achieved by the proposed approach are similar
to some recent results from the literature [6, 14]. However,
it should be stressed that these studies have used different
datasets and experimental conditions, which makes a direct
comparison very difﬁcult.
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